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We examine the pathological theory of Kampo with regard to ki-kyo and
ki-utsu or the respective states of mind and body in our ordinary lives. In
addition, correlations between “quality of sleep” and ki-kyo and ki-utsu
were analyzed. Female patients (n=154) in the 30s to 60s underwent consultations at the Institute of Oriental Medicine at Kindai Medical University in
Japan. Subjects filled out a first-visit questionnaire concerning their body
(physical) condition and feelings (state of mind) based on Kampo physiological theory. The ki-kyo (physical state where biological conditions are
attenuated) correlated markedly with ki-utsu (r=0.604), showing mental depression was present with subjects exhibiting marked uneasiness and
moodiness, disinterest in their surrounding, and reluctance to talk to others. Ki-utsu manifested “feelings of anger and fear” (r=0.660), “pessimistic
behavior” such as easily tearing and frequent sighing (r=0.689). Of all
items, “forgetful” of events indicated the closest correlation (r=0.464) with
ki-kyo.
“Anger”
was
strongly
correlated
with
“pessimistic
behavior“(r=0.561). Sleep quality was markedly correlated with the physical state, the biological reaction of ki-kyo (r=0.509) or the “feeling of heaviness” item (r=0.433) was more closely correlated than the mental depression of ki-utsu (r=0.388). Ki-utsu and ki-kyo correlated well with anger and
pessimistic behavior. Overall, this study clarified how body and mind influence each other. Modern people who become easily irritated and angry in
daily life may be inclined to experience ki-kyo and/or ki-utsu. Thus, examining the pathological theory of Kampo may provide a new perspective for
formulating useful traditional therapy for the modern people.
Keywords: Kampo, Ki-kyo, ki-utsu, Correlation coefficient, Mental and
physical correlations
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1. Introduction
The Department of Oriental Medicine, which is located in Kindai Medical University hospital, provides free healthcare bservices with its medical professionals of pharmacists, physicians and acupuncturist.
Many patients are treated in both Western medicine and Kampo, which is a kind of herbal medicine
conducted in Japan. The physiological theory of Kampo is based on the three basic elements “ki, blood and
water”. The state of a person’s health is maintained by circulating and metabolizing these elements in the
human body according to Kampo theory. In particular, “the productive function of ki being lowered: i.e. kikyo (deficiency of ki)”, and “ki not properly circulating, i.e. ki-utsu (depression of ki)” are the most important factors that causes various diseases. Ki-like energy represents vital activity. Abnormality in ki indicates
functional disorder between the body and mental activity.1 Doctors investigate abnormal ki situations by
making full use of their senses to find the etiology of patients. They gather the patient information via inquiries and inspection, assess the pathology, and prescribe herbal medicine. It is the same common procedure used in Western medicine at present to effectively elicit information a patients’ mental and physical
condition. However, in order to proceed with treatment based on the theory of Kampo Physiology, it is
necessary to understand the biological mechanism that is established based on “ki, blood and water”. We
modern people will embody what signs are judged to be ki-kyo and ki-utsu.2 As a result of observing a lot
of patients, it was presumed that ki-kyo and ki-utsu are symptoms that are routinely observed in daily life.
2. Objectives
To examine the pathological theory of Kampo, ki-kyo and ki-utsu appear what the state of our mind
and body in ordinary lives. There are not a few patients who complain of poor health due to insomnia. 2
We consider the correlation between “quality of sleep” and ki-kyo and ki-utsu.
3. Methods
Female patients (n=154; 50.3 ± 6.3 years old), who had not been diagnosed with dementia, who
sought consultation at the Institute of Oriental Medicine at Kindai Medical University of Japan were en rolled. Upon the first visit, patients themselves answered a questionaire about the body condition and
feelings of daily life. The contents of the questionnaire were presented orally to the patient if necessary.
Ki-kyo and ki-utsu were classified as criteria for determining physical lesions and investigating psychological lesions, respectively. Ki-kyo was diagnosed by six questions on the questionaire and ki-utsu
was judged seven questions, as given in Table 1. On a given question, a positive answer, was counted as
Table 1: Contents/Items of inquiry consultation
① Ki-Kyo（physical condition）
1. Easily tired
2. Sluggish feeling
3. Hypersensitive response to events
4. Susceptible to cold

③ Sleep Quality
1. Bad sleep
2. Shallow sleep
3. Often dream
4. Awake in the middle of the
night

5. Diarrhea

5. Poor/moody waking-up

6. Annoying/bothersome in behavior
② Ki-UTSU（State of mind）
1. Feeling unwell/gloomy
2. Feeling anxious at all time
3. Over-concerned
4. Worried over trivial matters
5. Not in the mood of talking
6. Unconcerned of surrounding events
7. Feeling depressed persistently

④ Pessimistic action
1. Often sigh
2. Easily moved to tears
3. Worrisome
⑤ Body feels heavy
1. Trunk feels heavy
2. Legs/waist feel heavy
3. Feeling lack of energy
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⑥ Absence of perseverance
1. Lack of patience
2. Lack of concentration
3. Feeling restless
⑦ Intense anger/fear
1. Feeling anxious and/or frustrated
2. Quick-tempered
3. Intense fear
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one point for the corresponding classification. Similarly,
“quality of sleep” was scored by five questions, “pessimistic
behavior" was evaluated by three questions. If no answer was
provided, the item was scored as 0 points. Drowsiness during
the period of activity/daytime was evaluated on a scale from 0
to 3 points. The correlation between 10 items including the
age was examined. The question for ki-kyo and ki-utsu were
selected from the Ki-Blood-Water study by Terasawa3. This
study was approved by the Ethics Committee of Kindai Medical University.

Fig.1: Ratios by age against number of subjects:
the age groups include those in the 30s, 40s, 50s,
and 60s.

4. Results

As shown in Fig. 1, the age ratio of 154 subjects (154 specimens) was 21% in their 30s, 31% in their 40s, and 24% in their
50s and 60s. Correlation coefficient are given in Table 2 (rejection limit value of 154 specimens in the non-correlation test: 0.209, p< 0.01); there was no correlation between age and other items. No correlation was showed between “forgetfulness” and “pessimistic behavior.” Everyone generally experiences that the more you lose concentration and composure, the more forgetful you become.4 Therefore, since the correlation coefficient between “lack of concentration” and “forgetfulness” was 0.399, a coefficient of more than 0.399 was based on the criteria. In Table 2, a value of
0.399 or more is shown in bold.
Ki-kyo (physical situation in which the biological reaction is weakened) had a strong correlation
(r=0.604) with ki-utsu (mental depression accompanied with uneasiness and trouble, lack of interested in
things, and reluctance to speak). Ki-kyo, in addition, was related to symptoms that the body felt heavy
(r=0.551), and that concentration was lost (r=0.564).
The ki-utsu and “feelings of anger and fear” (r=0.660), “pessimistic behavior: tears, often sighing”
(r=0.689), and “forgetfulness” events had a stronger correlation (r=0.464) than any other contents.
The quality of sleep was stronger correlated with the physical situation, the biological reaction of “kikyo“(r=0.509) or “heavy body” (r=0.433), than the mental depression of “ki-utsu " (r=0.388).
“Drowsiness during the day or during activity” was not correlated with “pessimistic behavior”
(r=0.170). People who get sleepy during the day may be correlated with the physical state of ki-kyo
(r=0.389).
Table 2: Correlation Analysis of items at the first inquiry consultation
Age

Ki-kyo (physical conndition)

Age

1.000

Ki-kyo (physical
condition)

-0.084

1.000

Forgetfulness

Heavy
Ki-utsu
Lack of perseverIntense
Pessimistic be- feeling in Sleep
(state of
ance and/or conanger/fear
havior
legs/waist quality
mind)
centration
and body

Forgetfulness

0.022

0.322

1.000

Ki-utsu (state of
mind)

-0.118

0.604

0.464

1.000

Intense anger/fear

-0.174

0.449

0.232

0.660

1.000

0.062

0.564

0.399

0.576

0.450

1.000

-0.157

0.413

0.184

0.689

0.561

0.392

1.000

0.120

0.551

0.233

0.439

0.298

0.438

0.327

1.000

-0.035

0.509

0.212

0.388

0.358

0.301

0.357

0.433

1.000

-0.053

0.389

0.222

0.317

0.308

0.250

0.170

0.317

0.206

Lack of perseverance and/or concentration
Pessimistic behavior
Heavy feeling in
legs/waist and
body
Sleep quality
Sleepiness during
daytime

Sleepiness
during daytime

1.000

Number of subjects: 154
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“Anger” was strongly correlated with “pessimistic behavior“(r=0.561). It may be concluded that getting angry weakens the life force and interferes in social life.
5. Discussion
It is interpreted in Kampo that ki is the energy that activates the human body and actions5. In this
study, the ki-kyo score showed the degree of the physical situation, in which the productive function of ki
decreases. while ki-utsu was a depressed state that arises from the absence of proper circulation and was a
measure of mental states.
From results of our analysis, ki-utsu and ki-kyo were correlated with feelings of being angry and pessimistic behavior. In a word, modern people become easily irritated and feelings of anger tend to be ki-kyo
and/or ki-utsu. In addition, anger and fear give us the tendency to become pessimistic. These causal relationships are not analyzed in this study, but in modern societies where there is a lot of stress and opportunities for frustration, ki-kyo is a pathology in daily life. Since the ki-kyo and ki-utsu exhibit a strong correlation, ki-utsu is also a familiar pathology. The results showed that the work of the “invisible mind” and
physical activity were linked. Many modern people who complain of insomnia may demonstrate ki-kyo.
The stronger the emotions of anger and fear, the more likely they are to harm your health.
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